
QUESTION:  Is it encouraged or discouraged for groups to have 
multiple meeting times? How do they manage the flow of 
information from the District, Area and WSO? Does one set of 
officers, funds and literature violate autonomy? 
 
Overall answer:  
Policy has seemed to change over the decades, but the short answer is that it 
is not discouraged for groups to have multiple meeting times. 
 
Bigger answer:  Strongest literature support comes from Service Manual. 
Very little supporting guidance from other literature (predominantly 
reviewed Conference Reports, 1961-1980, 1991-present (so gap decade from 
1981-1990)). 
 
Service manual guidance: 
 
Implication on p. 34 that meetings should be once a week (meetings “usually 
held weekly.”) 
 
BUT, explicit language indicates that a group can have multiple meeting 
times at the same location (p. 37-38). 
 
Service manual directs that the group should engage in thoughtful 
discussions as to the advantages and disadvantages of having multiple 
meeting times for a single group.  Notes that some of the disadvantages 
include:  sharing a CMA, name, GR, access to WSO mailings. 
 
Service manual directs that it is also very important that the group have 
regular and well announced business meetings so that all group members 
have an opportunity to attend. 
 
Conference report guidance: 
 
2015, page 72 
 
We have a group with five meetings, one per day, and they have one GR. 
When I was DR, I went to a couple of the meetings and talked about the 
benefits of having a GR. They elected one and the GR came to meetings. 
The problem is in communication, and I sowed a seed for more GRs. 



 
1975, p. 22:  
Q: If a group has more than one meeting a week, should the second meeting 
be considered a separate group and register separately?  
A: Only if they have their own slate of officers and thus function as an 
individual group.  
1974 p. 15  
Q. Should a group which meets three nights and one afternoon, be registered 
as ONE GROUP with one Secretary and one Program Chairman responsible 
for getting leaders for all these groups and speakers once a month?  
A. No group should hold a monopoly on others which may have been formed 
as an outgrowth of the original one. This is denying the right of group 
autonomy. Each group should be registered individually at the WSO and 
have individual officers, to allow other members to hold office and grow in 
responsibility.  
GROUP FEEDBACK FROM THE ASSEMBLY (typed up in a 
scattered manner) 

1) If meetings are back to back:  Can be confusing where one meeting is 
beginners meeting/second meeting for more experienced members – 
so . . . create space of time between meetings so clear end/start time of 
each meeting. 

2) Group records issue: some groups have as many as 7 meetings, but it 
can get tricky when you only have 1 secretary, GR, treasurer.  Can 
sometimes result in groups deciding to separate. 

3) Can sometimes be too much for a single GR – and sometimes leads a 
GR to discontinue service. 

4) Experience is that it is difficult for GRs. 
5) Potential resentment between different groups where one meeting 

appears to be “carrying” other smaller meetings 
6) Participation is the key to harmony can be undermined if have one GR 

for several meeting times 
7) Service manual – beginner groups can have GRs if they are designated 

as beginner groups 
8) What about tradition 7 re every group should be fully self supporting 



if several meetings are sharing a GR? 
9) Sometimes hard for GRs when meeting attendees don’t want to hear 

the business info. 
10) The more meetings a group may have, the harder it may be to get 

people to engage in service 
 


